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ALGEBRAIC TYPE OF SOLUTIONS FOR SINGULAR 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE FORM (S + T)z = z. 
IN BANACH SPACES 
RAM U. VERMA 
Department of Mathematics, Mount Olive College 
Abstract. The formulae of the algebraic type for the solutions of the singular integral equa- 
tions with non-vanishing indices, by applying the analytic formulae of Buraczewski for the 
determinant sytems, are obtained 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Buraczewski [l] generalized the Fredholm formulae of Sikorski [3] to the case of Fredholm 
operators with non-vanishing indices in Banach spaces. Sikorski [3], first of all, gave an 
integral model for the determinants in Banach spaces. Recently, Verma [4 - 5] generalized 
the integral model of Sikorski, and applied the determinant formulae for the solutions of 
the singular integral equations in the spaces of functions, satisfying the Hijlder condition 
with a fixed exponent. 
Let L be a closed regular non-intersecting curve in the complex plane. By HP (L), we 
shall mean the space of all those functions satisfying Hijlder condition with exponent 
cl,0 < p < 1. If 0 < cx < (1/2)~, then Ha(L) 2 HP(L). The conjugate space of 
Ha(L) is the same. The functions Z, y, e, u, <, q (with indices if necessary) will always 
represent the elements of H”(L). 
HP(L) is a Banach space of all those functions x satisfying Hijlder condition with an 
exponent ,u on L. For details, see Muskhelishvili [2]. 
Let a, b E HP(L), and a’(t) - b2(t) # 0, for t&. Then it is well-known that operator 
(Sx)(t) = a(t) x(t) + [W/G / G+)/k) - t)) d7, 
is well-defined on Ha(L). 
Let T(t,7) be a kernel on L x L such that the integral operator T, defined by 
(Z’s)(t) = (l/l-Ii) / T(t, T)%(T) dr, 
L 
maps H”(L) -+ H”(L). 
Then we express the singular integral equation [2] relating to the singular integral oper- 
ator S + T as follows: 
a(t) z(t) + b(t)/(I-Ii) / {z(T)/(T - t)} d7 + (l/I-Ii) / T(t, 7) dr = zo(t), 
L L 
(S + T)z=zo, 
Similarly, we can write the adjoint equation as 
u(S + T) = uo. 
We are just about ready to write the solutions of the equations (1.1) and (1.2) 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
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THEOREM. Let the singular integral operator S + T be of order r(S + T) = r and 
index d(S + T) = d > 0. Let (Dn}, defined in (141, Theo. 2.21, be a determinant system 
for operator S + T, and Jet ~1,. . . , qr+d and yl, .. . , y, be points such that 
6 = D, ‘?I,“’ ,%+d _+ o. 
( Yr,-** ,Yr > 
(;) Then the points zieP(L), for i = 1,. . . , r + d, and &;EH”(L), for i = 1,. 1. , r, defined 
by 
for every ucHa (L), and 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,r+d 
tx = (1,6)k (Yl? ,Yi-1,?Yi+1,... ,Yr), (1.4) 
for every zcJP (L), f arm the complete systems of solutions of the equations (S + T)z = 0 
and u(S + T) = 0, respectively 
(ii) Then the operator J3, defined by 
uBx = (l/6) Dr+l 
X,Yl,“’ ,Yr 
(1.5) 
is a quasi-inverse of operator S + T. 
(iii) Then the equation (S + T)x = x, has a solution x if f &x, = 0, for i = 1,. -. , r, and 
the adjoint equation u(S + T) = u,hasasoJutionuiff u,zi=O,fori=l,.-.,r+d. 
(iv) Then the general solution of (S + T)x = x, is given by 
X = Bx, + Q.121 + . . . + ‘&+dZ,+d, 0.6) 
and the general solution of u(S + T) = u, is given by 
u=~oB+-Pl&+.~.+Pr t4, 0.7) 
where 011,. . . , or+& and /?I,. . . , pr are arbitrary constants. 
The proof is included in the detailed version of the paper. 
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